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ACCESSION: 2/27/1985

BOX 1 (029752)
Misc. - 1970s Rentals
Checks and bank statements, 1976
Checks and bank statements - July 15, 1978 through 1979 Assorted bills - 1977
Rentals - correspondence Income tax - 1970s
Old accounts, West Coast - 1950
Checks and bank statements, 1977
Checks and bank statements, 1978
Accounts, 1965-71
Various address books

BOX 2 (029753)
Illustrated Report, AAUV in 1980
Misc. - 1952
Correspondence, general - 1972
Tax papers - 1977-78
Checks, bank documents, 1975
Assorted bills
Old cards, addresses Assorted bills
Insurance and taxes through 1974
Misc. - 1970s

BOX 3 (029754)
Correspondence, General, 1970s
Correspondence, 1971
Correspondence, Notes, 1973
Correspondence, 1959
Correspondence, Notes, 1963
Correspondence, 1954
Correspondence, 1955
Correspondence, Projects, 1956
Correspondence, 1957
Notes, 1958
Correspondence, 1960
Correspondence, 1960s
Correspondence, 1961
Correspondence, General, 1962

**BOX 4 (029755)**

Legal Business, 1964
Old Office jobs, 1960s
Correspondence, 1965
Correspondence, 1966-69 Personal
Correspondence, 1970s Personal
Correspondence, 1960s
Correspondence, ERA, and AAUV

**BOX 5 (029756)**

Misc. - 1980s Correspondence, general
Correspondence - radio, HSP, published General correspondence, writings Correspondence, 1970
Misc., Christmas - 1970s
General correspondence, 1970-1975
Christmas in 1960s
Correspondence, 1972

**BOX 6 (029757)**

Correspondence, 1973-74
E.R.A

**BOX 7 (029758)**

ERA ERA
Schooling
Education, Summer School, (TCHG), 1950s « 60 s
Education, University Paperworks
Sales; Politics
Education, Gen. Teh. Notes and Arts Resume
Work
Education, Articles
Bike Notes Reviews
Education, Summer of the advanced degree
Talks

**BOX 8 (029759)**

Notebook, May 1972- Sept. 4, 1973 (10)
Notebook, May 1, 1971- May 28, 1972 (9)
Notebook, July 1969- April 24, 1971 (8)
Notebook, Jan. 1969 - July 17, 1969 (7)
Various notebooks, 1960's (2,4,5,6)
Memo pads C-3, June 1949-July 1947
Record Books, 1960's
Record "Jocks- Notebooks, 1960's
Record Books, 1950's
Record Books, 1950's
Steno pads (Journals), 1970's
Memo pads, 1970's
Small notebooks, 1950s
Yearbook, 1949, Jan-Dec.

BOX 9 (029760)
Military
Military, Florida, 1946
Notebook, Final Journal 1983-84
Restricted Material
Restricted Material
Notebook, work journal, Dec. 1, 1980- April, 81
Notebook, work journal, April, 81- Aug, 81
Notebook, work journal, Aug, 81- Nov., 81
Notebook, Journal, March 14, 1982- Sept 1, 1982
Notebook, Work Journal, Nov., 81- March 14, 82
Notebook, Journal #22, 4-3-80- 11-28-80
Composition Book, Journal #21, 7-15-79- 4-3-80
Notebook, Journal #20, July 1979
Notebook, Journal #19, Nov., 77- Sept., 78
Notebook, Journal #18, Aug, 1976- Oct. 77

BOX 10 (029761)
Notes on "of stone and weed"
Misc. notes on "of stone and weed"
Military, 1944
Military, 1943
Military, 1942
Military, Before WWII
Military, Before WWII
Navy official Records, Lt. (j.g.) Ruth O. Wright
WWII, Post War and PIX
Military Books, Notes and clippings
Military, 1945
Military, WWII Women
WWII Notes and Aftermath

BOX 11 (029762)
Notes on OF STONE AND WEED
Cotton top & Senator Notes
Notes, Of Stone and Weed
Old Misc. Notes; Elfinlore Indian Pack
Miscellaneous Notes

**BOX 12 (029763)**
Communications
Controversial
Crime
Legal, the case, court cases
Lawyer for 20 minutes
Garden
Gambling
History and Science
International Incident
People, Interviews
Urban Neighborhood
Politics
1953
1950

**BOX 13 (029764)**
Personal, 1949
1948; The correspondence Course?
1947
Writings, 1950's
Anhebellum, Personal (1)
Personal Family Correspondence, Edge 1940s-Early 50s before Mexico, (2) #1
Personal Family Correspondence, Early 50s, Before Mexico, (3) #2

**BOX 14 (029765)**
Personal Family Correspondence, Mexico, (4)
Family Correspondence, to 1980s (5)
Family Correspondence, to 1984 (6)

**ACCESSION: 2/21/1991**

**BOX 1 (110724)**
Prints and Sketches

**BOX 2 (110725)**
Small Paintings
Painted Tray Wood
Pieces
BOX 3 (110726)
Correspondence, 1997-1998
Notes and Newspapers Clippings, 1961-1962 Correspondence, 1961-1962
Drawings
Design For Book Layout Plate
Blocks

ACCESSION: 11/17/1994

BOX 1 (102346)
Textiles
Sock Puppets

BOX 2 (102434)
Hand Made Toys

BOX 3 (102435)
Piece of Driftwood Animal
Tapestries

ACCESSION: 3/13/1995

BOX 1 (18903)
Notebook St. Louis Sketches. Notebook Mexico Sketches.
Notebook Minature Drawings, Sketch Trips. Photo Negatives In Envelope.
Photographs, Resumes And Art Work In Envelope. Personal Photographs In Envelope.
Personal Photographs In Envelope.
Set Of Drawn Scrolls.
BOX 2 (18912)
Scrapbook, Photographs of Artwork. Floor Plans.
Notes, Correspondence And Brochures On Books.
Book Reports, Library Notes And Author Notes 1962-1968

BOX 3 (18914)
Notes, Writings And Newsclips Relating To WWII 1944-1978 Information and Correspondence, International Platform Association. Correspondence and Newsclips, Florida.
American Indians: Postcards, Drawings, Newsclips and Correspondence. Farming: Correspondence, Notes, Newsclips and Brochures.
Illustrated Short Stories.
Business Short Stories.
Little Stories With Drawings.

BOX 4 (18917)
Cartoon Collection In Notebook.
"Space Concert" And "Wherever The Path Leads" Poetry Collection.
Illustrated Collections In Notebook. Poetry And Notes.
Verse Index File With Illustrations. Verse Index File.
Verse Index File
Verse Collections
Correspondence, Poetry.

BOX 5 (19036)
Poetry, Notes And Writings.
Poetry "Wherever The Path Leads".
Correspondence.
Correspondence.
Correspondence.
Poetry, Notes And Writings. Poetry, Notes And Writings. Mexico.
Twist And Twig Leaflet.
BOX 6 (19045)
Prints, Drawings, Miniatures And Paintings. Illustrations For Magazines And Journals. Illustrations For Magazines And Journals. Illustrations For Magazines And Journals.

BOX 7 (19046)
Illustrations For Magazines And Journals. Correspondence With Publishers.
How To Articles With Correspondence.
Illustrations For Magazines.
Leaflets, Correspondence and Notes On Women.
Correspondence, General Business.
Poppycock, Notes, Work, Chips, Poetry And Games. Cartoons.
Cartoon Notes.
Essay Contest, Women.

BOX 8 (19047)
Correspondence, 1980-1984
“Of Stone And Weed” Work Notes.
Manuscript, "Of Stone And Weed".
Correspondence, Business 1969-1989
Correspondence, 1983-1987

BOX 9 (19048)
Publications Containing Art By Ruth Osborne Wright Journals, 1984-1990
Resumes, Personal. Resumes, Art.

BOX 10 (19049)
Photo Albums (3) 1910-1988

BOX 11 (19447)
Poetry Records II.
Poetry, "The Trench Coat".
Poetry, "Phantom Central".
Poetry, "Rainbow Trolley"
Poetry, "Fund Raiser"
Poetry, "Bugs"
Poetry, "Dear Senator"
Poetry, "Patronage"
Poetry, "Of Legislative Issue"
Poetry, "Glory Trail"
Poetry, "Favorite Son"
Poetry, "Science And Politics"
Poetry, Published.
Poetry, "The Jug"
Poetry, "Harum-Scarum"
Poetry, "Delicate Relationship"
Poetry, "Na Sag"
Poetry, "Floating Dreams"
Poetry, "Corner Tavern". Songs.
Poetry, "City"
Poetry, "Return To Sleepy Hills"
Poetry Records I.
Music.
Poetry, Ready.
Poetry and Short Stories.
Poetry, Published.

**BOX 12 (19448)**
Resume, Writing.
Poetry, General. Poetry Notebooks (10).
Writings, Women With Illustrations Cartoons, Illustrated. Adopted Realm and Big Dog.
Cartoons, General.

**BOX 13 (19449)**
Correspondence, Personal 1986-1987
Cartoons and Drawings. Cartoon Notes.
Folding Posters.
Correspondence, 1984-1985 "Poppycock" Story
With Illustrations.

**BOX 14 (19548)**
"Elfinlore" Notes.
How-To Material And Supply Information. Mural Notes.
Technique Studies, General.
Drawings, Animals. Vocabulary File.
Lists, Cards And Phone Directory.

**BOX 15 (19680)**
Illustrations, Art Show.
Art, 1970s
Old Art Jobs 1960s and 1970s
Correspondence, V.A. 1987-1989
Correspondence, V.A. 1946-1987
Correspondence, Personal .
Correspondence, 1984-1989
Correspondence, 1987-1990
Technique and Method.
Gaslight Square Card Series. Shorts,
Military.
Poetry, Short Stories And Articles.

**BOX 16 (19690)**
"Poppycock" .
"Blackeye" Second Copy With Illustrations.
“Elfinlore" Second Copy.
"Cottontop And The Senator" Second Copy. Short Stories
With Illustrations.
Drawings File
Work File Publications.
Art Collection Notes.
Medical File.
River Bend File.
Household File.

BOX 17 (19691)
Prints, Drawings and Paintings.

BOX 18 (19720)
Prints, Drawings and Paintings.

BOX 19 (19748)
Prints, Drawings, Paintings and Ceramic Sculpture.

BOX 20 (19763)
Ceramic Sculpture.

BOX 21 (05743)
Prints, Drawings, Paintings and Notes.

BOX 22 (05744)
Work Lists. Sculpture Design.
Correspondence, 1985-1990 Art.
Copyright Material. “Floating Dreams" Notes.
Poetry, Unfinished.
Writings.
Braille.
Writings.
Shows, Collections And Awards.

BOX 23 (05951)
Prints, Drawings And Paintings.

BOX 24 (05968)
Art Shows
Old Work
Art #3 1960-1973
Art #1 1960-1973
Art #2 1960-1973
Cartoon, General Notes.

BOX 25 (05969)
Sketch Books and Drawings.

BOX 26 (06107)
Sketch Books.

BOX 27 (06799)
Prints, Drawings and Paintings.

BOX 28 (06801)
Correspondence, 1986-1988 (No Folder)
Correspondence, 1962-1986
Correspondence, 1989-1990
Cartoon Folios.
Cartoons, Political.
Drawing Notes, Old.

BOX 29 (06803)
Illustrations.
Illustrations, Short Stories and Poetry
Layout Material.
Book Illustrations.
Folding Posters
Cartoons, Original
Copyright and Correspondence.
I.D. For Etchings
Writings, WWII. Published Poetry
Work File.
Short Story Files

BOX 30 (07176)
“Of Stone and Weed”, Old Notes “Blackeye”, Old Notes
“Cottontop and The Senator”, Originals
Other Books and Illustrations

PAPERS ACCESSION: 2/17/98

BOX 1 (05650)

Booklets:
(By Wendy Rondette)
Sauce
Weathered Board Published
Poems
Ruffled Drumbeats By Wendy Rondette
To Blackie From Womankind By Wendy Rondette Fundraiser
Gaslight Square
Cartoons - Women (Binder)
Space Concert Poem Collection
"Wherever The Path Leads" Poem
Collection Notes, 1994
Verse Index #1, 1970s (And Before) Spiral
Notebook, 1989
Poet, August 1988 Gen. Poet
Work, 3/87-5/88
Work, 5/88-8/88
Verse Index #2, 1970s (And Before) Gen. Poet
Notes, 1988
Gen. Poet Work, 8/86
Verse And Writing
Box Of "Bugs" Booklet By Wendy Rondette Box Of
"Phantom Central" By Wendy Rondette

BOX 2 (05695)

Journal, Feb.-Apr. 1984
Notes, Poetry
Housing, 1993
Housing And Old Notes Tax, 1990-1991
Work Sheets WWII And The Veteran Tax, 1986-1991
Tax, 1992-1993

BOX 3 (05697)
Notebooks:
Women Proj.
Mex. Women
Writing Publ. Info. Sonnets
Blackey's Dragling Cot. Top Pldf Notes Publ. Poems Of Stone And Weed
Ruffed Drumbeats Farm
Sauce Blackie

BOX 4 (05702)
Correspondence, 1996-April 1997
Correspondence, 1995
Correspondence, 1990s (Three Large Envelopes)

BOX 5 (05703)
Old Notes War
Notes Work File
Floating Dreams (Notes)
Restricted Journals Oversize:
Six Framed Paintings

ACCESSION: 4/16/200
BOX 1 (102308)
Correspondence, 2000
Notebook, Source Material, 1992-93
Notebook, Source Material, 1993-95
Notebook, Source Material, 1995
Notebook, Source Materials, 1996
Notes and Drawings, Portrait Technique
Correspondence and Brochures, Art Galleries “The Old Farm”
Booklets, “The Trolley,” “Bugs,” “The Jug”
Unfinished Booklet, “The Runaway Kids”
Booklet, “Three Arrowhead Pocket Park”
Poetry, Notes and Clippings – Military Poetry and Notes
– Medical
Poetry and Notes – Indian
Poetry and Notes – Humor
Notes, “The Haunted Rental” (1956)
Housing Poetry And Notes – History
“Wooly: Of Magnificent Lineage” Farm Dog Farm Project
Old Notes and Clippings Notes –
Communications Poetry And Notes –
Dreams Poetry and Notes – Education
Poetry and Notes – Entertainment

BOX 2 (102309)
Composition Book, Journal 1999-2000 Notebook,
Journal, 06/1998-07/1999 Notebook, Work Record,
1982-95 Newspapers – Events
Medicare And Health Insurance, 1991-99 Work File 2,
Poetry
Poetry And Notes – Politics And Government Poetry And Notes
– Philosophy
Poetry And Notes – People
Notebook, Work Notes (Art and Poetry), 1996-99
Correspondence, 1999
Eye Doctor
Medicare Files, 1999
Work File 1, Poetry
Miscellaneous Poetry

ACCESSION: 12/13/2001

BOX 1 (121932)
Old Correspondence (Poetry), 1991-2000 1995 Tax
1995 Address Book
1991-1996 Accounts Record Book
Old Sources, 1993-2000
1996 Tax Papers
1993 Tax
1992 Tax
1994 Taxes
1992 Taxes
1998 Tax
1997 Papers
1992 Correspondence
1997-1998 Cash Management Log Dare To Care
Council House Muddle, 1995
Ant Hills

ACCESSION: 4/16/2003
BOX 1 (004110)
Personal Notes, 2/12/03
Oct. 8, 2002
TJ Library Correspondence, 2001-2003 ART,
July 12, 2002
Wartime Journey, Trench coat Writings
Correspondence and Notes (Current) Work File I
Work File II, Poetry Work Medical
Correspondence BL/BS

ACCESSION: 10/6/03

BOX 1 (105271)
Quotes, 1998-2002
Clips, 2002
Southwest Bank Folders, 2002
Household Equipment
Bavarian, 1999
Med, 2003
Pers.
Xmas
Two Hundred Old Favorites For Mandolin Or Violin
Address Book
Keys

BOX 2 (105272)
Spanish
Business
Hearing Aids
Personal
Tax Through 2000
ACCESSION: 1/18/08

BOX 1 (071195)
Witness
Glomeration - War, Journal Trench Coat Library And Legal Files
Copies Of Art Work Booklets

OVERSIZE:

Granny D Yard Signs: "Show Me Equality" Banner